
1. Bringing together a global community of artists and manga-comic lovers to
connect, engage, share ideas, and build long-lasting relationships.

2. Via the use of roleplaying and events, building an interactive and
community-driven ecosystem.

3. To generate and integrate value around three core products:

NFTs
Manga-Comic
Animation (Anime)

Our Vision

To be a world-leading multimedia and entertainment company that is: 
highly interactive, story-focused, and community-driven.

Our Mission



Utility Two: Exclusive Access to Collaborations, Collections, Events, 
and Airdrops

In 2022, ADA Ninjaz will extend our focus and reach to collaborate with the NFT 
community, artist, and manga communities.

.

Our Team

Since the conception of the ADA Ninjaz brand in September we have onboarded 
22 core staff or 35 including our awesome Discord administrators. 

We are a global team, with staff located in Australia, Germany, the USA, 
the Philippines, Spain, Pakistan, Poland, England, Indonesia, Kenya, Italy, 
Trinidad and Tobago, Portugal, and India.

The ADA Ninjaz team is made up of:

    2x Co-founders
    1x Chief Creative Officer
    1x Head of Marketing
    1x Operations Manager
    5x Digital Illustrators
    3x Creative Writers
    1x Backend Development Company (NFT-MAKER PRO)
    1x Frontend Development Agency (LE4F)
    1x Music Production Company (Mirai Music Productions)
    1x Graphics Programmer
    1x Game Developer
    2x Social Media Managers
    1x Lead Generation Expert
    1x Blog Writer
    1x Discord Manager (plus 13 Moderators)

Tommy Bui

Co-Founder, 
Chief Executive Officer, 

And Project Manager

Zushan Hashmi

Co-Founder, 
Chief Operating Officer, 

And Community Lead

Ignacio 
J. Durruty

Chief Creative
Officer

Daria 
Krauzowicz

Public Relations 
& Social Media

https://www.nft-maker.io/pro
https://www.le4f.agency/
https://www.miraimusicproductions.com/


Storytelling and the World of Ninava

Our origins story begins with the birth of the Blacksmith on the 1st of January 
900 A.D. His innate talent to mold material into useful objects and beautiful art
from his mind’s eye has led him to be given a gift of a very special 
metallic-looking material. 

This material he will mold into a powerful katana.
A power not yet fully understood, even to this day. A material discovered
to be unique and only given its name more than 900 years after the Blacksmith. 
Having been broken, forgotten then found, each of its three shards in possession 
of a different Ninavan clan. 

The center of their power, the shards have been the focus of many people's
desires since they were discovered. Now, these desires seem to be boiling 
to the surface once more, as rising conflict pushes the clans toward yet another
Clan War. Our story envelops many characters and many points of view, but our 
center will be anchored on a single unwitting character… 

-Adan.

Utility Two: Exclusive Access to Collaborations, Collections, Events, 
and Airdrops

In 2022, ADA Ninjaz will extend our focus and reach to collaborate with the NFT 
community, artist, and manga communities.

.



Storytelling and the World of Ninava

The core story of ADA Ninjaz is set in the year 2033. The three Ninavian ninja 
clans are at war: The Aramar Clan, Daisuke Clan, and Atsuko Clan. 

The Aramar Clan is the oldest of the three clans. They descend from a long line of 
royalty that stems from the first Emperors of Ninava and from the Aramar family 
that precedes that. 

The first to find one of the three Hoskinanium katana shards, they used its powers 
to be the first protectors of the Ninavan population, self-proclaiming themselves 
“The Guardians”. Technological advancement, artificial intelligence, economics, 
financial and political power… these are the strengths of the Aramar of today.



Storytelling and the World of Ninava

The Daisuke Clan is the second oldest clan. Based on a more peaceful and 
naturalistic approach to living, the Daisuke called “The Nomads” in their own land, 
nature and life at the forefront of their ritualistic lifestyle. 

For those that know them, however, crossing them is still a bad idea. They might 
hold life precious, but they are not afraid to take it when a higher good is at hand. 

Highly involved in human rights, animal rights, and environmental activism, they’ve 
made many powerful enemies, and have even been classified by some as a 
borderline terrorist organization.

DAISUKE

SEASON

COMING SOON...



Storytelling and the World of Ninava

The Atsuko Clan is the most recent addition to the Ninavan clan culture, although 
not by much. Still hundreds of years old, this clan has kept the shadows as its 
closest companion. 

The fringes of life and what lies beyond are the realm where they prefer to reside. 
Deemed “The Outlaws” of Ninava, this clan has never endured much love in Ninavan 
eyes, although fear has given them the respect they deserve. 

Controlling the underbelly of Ninava, their main source of clan sustenance is what 
most judicial systems would deem illegal, but how do you enforce this on a clan 
that makes its own laws.



Storytelling and the World of Ninava

Ninava is a large island country in Southeast Asia. It is situated in the western 
Pacific Ocean to the south-east of Japan, east of Indonesia, and north of
Papua New Guinea and Australia. 

The country consists of a large body of land in a crescent moon shape that opens 
east to the Pacific Ocean. Its coast boasts many islands but the majority of its
island territory can be found within a large archipelago system to the southern 
end of its main body of land. Its long north-to-south coverage and many different
geographic features have created examples of almost every kind of climate from 
deserts to lush tropical forests all over Ninava. 

Its history is riddled with war and strife, having been colonized by the Japanese,
Spanish, and English at different times in its history. As of the latest census
conducted in early 2033, the population has grown to over 260 million legal
and registered Ninavian citizens. 

How many of these Ninavans are clan members on some level, no one truly knows,
as each clan holds its own secrets from the public and international eye.



www.adaninjaz.com                    

ADANinjaz

adaninjaz                                

ada_ninjaz

NFTs

Season 1 - Aramar Clan (S1) NFTs

The first collection of NFTs released was of the Aramar Clan. Season 1 - Aramar Clan 
(S1) NFTs are a collection of 8,888 2D algorithmically generated profile picture 
style NFTs.

The Aramar NFTs launched on the 8th of October 2021 and sold out within 30 
minutes. 

The collection can now be bought via the secondary market on jpg.store and cnft.io 
and includes royalties to the Ninjaz team of 2.5% per sale.

Policy ID -

The Forgotten Spirit (TFS)

The Forgotten Spirit (TFS) NFTs were airdropped to individuals as a means of 
appreciation and compensation for those who sent their ADA to the wrong wallet
(something that has come to be known as Wallet-gate) address during the official 
launch of S1. 

 83c0ab67afc9148bd1571b7a14de1df03cd5624f5992d3b8ec84d6fb

https://www.jpg.store/collection/adaninjaz
https://cnft.io/marketplace?project=ADA%20Ninjaz
https://cardanoscan.io/tokenPolicy/83c0ab67afc9148bd1571b7a14de1df03cd5624f5992d3b8ec84d6fb


Concept Art

This NFT collection represents the Ghosts of The Forgotten Spirit that roam Ninava 
and are collectible pieces of a fractionalized NFT that collectively completes the 
map of Ninava.

Holders of TFS NFTs automatically go into a monthly raffle for an environment 
concept art NFT. This airdrop promotion will continue until at least the end of 
2022.

The collection can now be bought via the secondary market on jpg.store and cnft.io 
and includes royalties to the Ninjaz team of 2.5% per sale.

Policy ID - e1ee4c6d66ce4a7b07143e570ae0ff7013db5ac8388b2b01e90c2b42

This collection showcases concept design ideas, illustrations, animations, 
and other art. 

Imagine owning an early character design sketch of Monkey D. Luffy (One Piece 
series) by Eiichiro Oda (Japanese manga artist). The value of owning this would be 
priceless! That’s why we’ve committed to bringing these types of collections to the 
Cardano blockchain, so that one day someone can show to the world that they owned 
the early and original sketches of ADA Ninjaz!

All minted NFTs under this collection are raffled amongst holders of Seasons
1-3 NFTs and may sometimes include TFS NFT holders.

Policy ID - c0e8073b9171ff085eb5e421002d314ac614632ac5ca9f230da83366

https://www.jpg.store/collection/adaninjaztheforgottenspirit
https://cnft.io/marketplace?project=The%20Forgotten%20Spirit%20by%20ADA%20Ninjaz
https://cardanoscan.io/tokenPolicy/e1ee4c6d66ce4a7b07143e570ae0ff7013db5ac8388b2b01e90c2b42
https://cardanoscan.io/tokenPolicy/c0e8073b9171ff085eb5e421002d314ac614632ac5ca9f230da83366


Fan Art NFTs

Since releasing Season 1 of our NFTs, we have seen many talented artists create 
fan art of ADA Ninjaz. We believe that talent needs to be recognized and as an 
appreciation to those artists, we’ve decided to mint their artwork (with their 
permission) into the blockchain and send it directly to their wallets.

As our brand and community continue to grow, more and more fan art will be minted 
and shared with the community under the Policy ID listed below. 

Policy ID - 10d11bf75e738fa5551b598868d725551aca9f833acda1bfd20fb068

https://cardanoscan.io/tokenPolicy/10d11bf75e738fa5551b598868d725551aca9f833acda1bfd20fb068


Manga-Comic NFTs

All released manga chapters, including full-colored cover pages, will have their 
individual pages minted as NFTs. The collection is then raffled and airdropped to 
NFT holders soon after the manga chapter’s release. To date we have airdropped 
62 manga-comic NFTs to NFT holders

We expect that by the end of 2022, approximately 1000 pages, split over 8 volumes 
(and Policy IDs), will be released to the NFT and wider community.

Policy ID - 940ff4e0d5de3947f04eeff7e2fc99c7a35f145c280a80a355f2d07c

https://cardanoscan.io/tokenPolicy/940ff4e0d5de3947f04eeff7e2fc99c7a35f145c280a80a355f2d07c


Manga Comic

ADAn: Aramar Origins

The Aramar, the first of the Three Great Clans of Ninava. From the clan’s inception 
in the 900’s by Asahi Aramar, the clan has self-proclaimed its members the 
guardians of Ninava, trained in a powerful mix of ninjutsu and magic. 

Their latest leader, Lady Josefine, Honorable Right of the clan from her raising in 
2033 A.D., will have to take to heart the title of Guardian as the new Clan Wars 
begin to take shape. A war all three Clans - Aramar, Daisuke, and Atsuko - are 
willing to fight to the death to come out victorious.

To date, the team has released four manga chapters, totaling 62 pages of the 
Aramar Origins story. These chapters can be read directly on our website here.

By the end of 2022, we expect to release volumes one and two of all three clan’s 
origins manga stories.

https://www.adaninjaz.com/manga


Manga Comic

ADAn Vol.1: The Eye of Our Storm

The team has commenced the screenplay and storyboard of our latest manga title, 
ADAn Vol.1: The Eye of Our Storm.

After stumbling upon a small Hoskinanium imbued item and receiving his own Spirit 
Guardian, Adan - our unsuspecting hero - is caught in the whirlwind of conflict 
between the three ruling Clans of Ninava. His situation is not made any easier by the 
fact that a new war between the Clans seems to be looming just over the horizon. 
Adan will have to find allies soon… all three Clans seem to want him and his Spirit 
Guardian captured… dead or alive.

This will be our flagship product of 2022. It will include features such as full colored 
pages, voice narration, and live2d, amongst other new features.

NFT holders will be given exclusive behind-the-scenes access during the production 
of the manga title whilst also being able to influence the direction of story via
our voting mechanism.



Music

The brilliant composers at Mirai Music Productions have helped us deliver the 
first community-inspired ADA Ninjaz music single “Another Day Another Night”, 
released on 17 December 2021. Since launch it has achieved just over 80,000 
streams on Spotify.

The community was involved in the creation of the lyrics, with certain users' 
submission being included in the official lyrics.

The song can be streamed on Spotify,

Moving forward, we will take the concept of community-driven music creation 
to the next level, with requests for community input at many more stages of
the music production process e.g. genre, melodies, lyrics, vocals, etc.

If you want to chat with Mirai Music Productions about the ADA Ninjaz OST 
or anything music, head on over into our Discord and into the #music-discussions
channel!

 here.

https://open.spotify.com/track/0cAiZ3DMlm2EYxfZlM2Kdz?si=af2739c58f0a4f39


Other

Website

Since launch, we have:

      Re-vamped the entire website for a better user experience.

BEFORE AFTER



Launched our own educational blog regarding NFTs and crypto.

Wiki

The ADA Ninjaz wiki is now live on Fandom!

This wiki is a one-stop shop for both existing and new fans to explore all that is the 
universe of ADA Ninjaz and Ninava, diving deep into stories, characters, and lore.

https://ada-ninjaz.fandom.com/wiki/ADA_Ninjaz_Wiki
https://ada-ninjaz.fandom.com/wiki/ADA_Ninjaz_Wiki

